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***PAUSE THE EXPERIENCE TO CHANGE GRAPHICS SETTINGS AND REDUCE GRAIN***

EPISODE ONE: THE CHAMPION
Half music video. Half blurry nightmare. The first episode of Kingdom City Drowning is an experiment in soaking in

atmosphere and just "being there." Where narrative takes a back seat to the aggressive soundtrack, brutal visuals and oppressive
tone. Follow James' escape from the confines of a deep underground prison mining complex to meet up with his only two kin,

but an escape is not without cost. In order to attain freedom, James must first strike a deal with the devil.

KINGDOM CITY - the last standing mega-metropolis in a world choked by a toxic haze, forcing man to endlessly create
towering structures that reach into the heavens, grasping for pure air.

KINGDOM CITY DROWNING begins in the deepest, most depraved depths of Kingdom City, nearest the haze and
desperation. Embody the camera as you follow three delinquents - James, Maika, and Brooks - bound by violence, trauma, love,

and the desire to forge their way to the top by any means necessary.

CREATED BY: William Gerardi and Barrett Phillips
STARRING: Kentucker Audley, Sofia Banzhaf and Amin Joseph
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Whilst an enjoyable game, as always, I felt that this Midnight Mystery was lacking something. I just don't know what. The other
games in the series (same game play time) felt more engaging and engrossing, but this one just lacked some ompf. Game play
changed slightly from the earlier games, with voice overs (I had to switch these off), and there seemed to be less hidden object
puzzles and the problem solving games didn't seem as challenging. This game certainly felt more linear than the other games in
the series.

I'd recommend it, but only when it's on sale due to the lack of overall engagement and challenge.. I wish i could have played it, it
seems interesting but the controls are absolute garbage. the view just shakes around and looks everywhere except for where you
want to look. its infuriating and annoying.. This is one of my favourite games.. If you like driving sim games with a story line i
highly recommend this to be the first game to try i just finished the story line today and its very twisted in the plot every twist
and turn can effect how the game contiunes or stop the story line can you keep the mifia from killing you. truck are all real life
rigs frieghtliner kenworth Peterbult Striling and more if you have what it take to bet the story line there is a very big reward in
game cash for it and a title of best trucker Rig n Roll is a very great game to try.. kinda disapointed... just 2 more cars that u
cant really do that much with apart from restore them... not compatable with any of the other dlc i was kinda hoping to see some
awesome motor swaps and stuff like that but nope. Extremely simple tower game. Basiclaly you build a turret base, which is on
the defense tab, then you build a minign laser which is on the industry tab, then you build a second turret base and a defence
laser, then you build a generator and a shield generator. Rinse and repeat, that is the entire depth of the game.

Waves consist of 2 enemies. Airboerne diamond gems thingies and ground based blob lookign thingies.

Oh and even as simple as it is, it will only run at 12 frames per seond on my super-potato. Honestly, for the price get something
else. Also its written in unity which means it will always be laggy.. Just my quick first impressions.
The game file size is VERY small, which cause some concern for me.
The look of the game is nice, and it sure looks appealing in the screenshots and the trailer - but you'll notice they don't actually
show combat and gameplay.

So the combat is...rough? You clip through enemies, the camera smashes you face first into the enemy bodies, and according to
my gf - there's absolutely no sound coming from my attacks. Only the enemy, which made so much sound it was clipping (
whatever that means )

combat is far from gracefull, you can toss your spear at them ( with a limit, and then you gotta whack em close raneg with ..
your other spear? ) you just mash the buttons, and the enemy dies into a puff of smoke with no fanfar or feedback. It feels liek
your hitting a wall.

The main gameplay here is kinda like Shadow of the Colosus - you hold your spear up, and follow the little banner on it ( it
points in the direction of the god beast you need to kill )

So you find a god beast, and your next goal is to stab it, and then climb it to attack a red mark on it;'s body - pretty much SoTC.

Only it's done really clumsily, and the targeting system needs some work.
The story is... well I mean, it's there . I can tell the dev wanted a Suda 51 experience, evidenced by the visuals, and backed up by
the insanity of the story. and the awkward tone in the cutscenes.

It's not a bad attempt at a game, it just needs quite a bit of polish and refinement in the combat sections, and more feedback to
your actions via SFX and maybe haptic feedback in the form of vibrations on your controller, I think that would help.

You can be the judge of whether or not this is for you, I'm not refunding it, but I can't really recommend this in it's current state.
. The Sonic games hold up to the test of time very well as good solid platformers. I had Sonic 2 as a child so I found Sonic 1
rather hard to get into as it does not have the spin dash move. Sonic 1 seems much more unforgiving and difficult compared to
sonic 2. As games of this era had no save function, by the time you got to the final boss you would have played the first levels
hundreds of times and know them like the back of your hand. So if you come to the game now without this experience it does
seem rather difficult. The quick save function on this emulator works well to compensate for my reduced attention span. Overall
if you are looking at this game because of nostalgia buy it and it will live up to your memories if you did not play this as a child
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I'd probably not bother.. OK, it is not absolutely horrible, but it takes 12 minutes to complete this game. The idea is nice, but
amount of gameplay elements is the lowest I have seen in all my gaming life.
The only pros I can say is that there do not actually seem to be any flaws or bugs. Its just the content amount that is too low even
for its price (including 50% off discount)
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I still have a lot of the Fighting Fantasy books from when I was a kid, and to see them in a new format is a joy.

Whether you're a long-time fan or new to the series, The Forest of Doom is a real gem.

I look forward to seeing more adaptaions, especially if they're as well done as this one.

10\/10. But I want Katrin 10\/10. So originally left negative review for a crash. Dev asked me what happened, I sent him a crash
file, few days later he messages me back saying im all set go have fun :) I like that, and this game.

So is this in its infancy? yes. Could the graphics use a little tweaking? sure.
Overall, pretty promising for an early version. Looking forward to seeing where this goes.
There's a shortage of open world RPG adventure games, and done right, this could fill that void.

Will be buying this when released just off the demo :). Bought this game full of hopes... one of the biggest fails I have ever seen.

It's just a unfinished piece of **** full of bugs, bad gameplay and an insult to all "The Dark Eye" fans.. fun game!

Map size is big, which adds multiple strategies to the game.
When time goes on, enemies get stronger which changes the difficulty much!

Also the further you come, the more abilities you can use.

Finaly an early access game which is playable and not buggy as hell ;). Atmospheric and relaxing game! 9\/10 I wish it was
longer.
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